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Eugenie Harvey, had a vision to ‘make the world a better place’.  
‘Change the World for a Fiver’: Everyday small actions that we can 
all do to change the world - ‘we are what we do’ and when we all 
make a small contribution it can have a positive affect,  it’s like a 
small pebble in a pond – it makes a splash but creates a ripple. 



The Department for Education Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy (2022) 

1. Excellence in education and skills for a changing world: preparing all young people for a world 

impacted by climate change through learning and practical experience.

2. Net zero: reducing direct and indirect emissions, providing opportunities for children to engage 

practically in the transition to net zero.

3. Resilience to climate change: adapting our education and settings to prepare for the effects of 

climate change.

4. A better environment for future generations: enhancing biodiversity, improving air quality and 

increasing access to, and connection with, nature in and around education and settings.



The interrelatedness of sustainability and climate change education

Cantell et al (2019) 



At Sky Primary and Eden Project Nursery we aim to make a 
difference everyday.



We are ambitious and we want to 

make this difference for our children, 
families and the environment with a 

one step at a time approach.

Our curriculum development focuses 

on Early Years Framework and the 
National Curriculum.

Currently we have Nursery to Year 1, 

Year 2 from September



Exceptional learning based on:

Reading

Writing
Maths

Real life, relevant connections and nature inspired 
opportunities made across learning and at the heart of 
everything we do.





Our vision – to deliver a unique, enriching and innovative curriculum with opportunities to 
understand sustainability, be climate wise and become a global citizen.









Know More and Remember More – 

Curriculum sequencing: supporting acquisition of knowledge

   knowledge = thinking and understanding

   learning = thinking

   connection = new ideas and concepts

Immersive and experience: build on what children know

        design learning build connections

Creation of schemas:      interconnected networks of background 
   knowledge



Each half term we have an Enquiry of Learning – e.g. What Food Do We Get From Farms?





Curriculum structure:
Enquiries of Learning – half termly

Focus = key texts; sustainability principle; GLG; visits/events

Sequence of Learning – subject specific coverage (knowledge and skills; connections)

Weekly Overview – reading, writing, maths, subject coverage and enquiry focus

Great Works – celebration of learning with our community



Community involvement





• Core learning focus

• Connected – subject knowledge and skills e.g. being a mathematician, scientist

• Curriculum coverage

• Enrichment, immersive experiences, sense of place, sustainability, nature 
connection



Thank you for listening
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